. The where Fz (respectively denotes taking a henselisation of F (respectively the corresponding henselisation of A"(/)), 6v the henselian de- fect and ev is the ramification index with respect to v . We shall discuss the defect of a valued function field in some detail in §5 but remark now that 6, is independent of the choice of the residually transcendental element f (this is a non-trivial theorem -see for example [K] or [G-M-P 1~, proposition 2.12). Note that if f E F is V-regular for then V = Vf and for each v E V, 6,=e, = 1.
When the constant field Il is algebraically closed, for each valuation v the value group is divisible and so there is no ramification, that is ev = 1 .
An important theorem of Grauert-Remmert asserts that in this situation the defect bv = 1 aswell. Precisely:
The Grauert-Remmert stability theorem [Gr-Re] . Let and 1/j be as above and suppose that Ii is algebraica,lly closed. Then for each
In the paper of Grauert-Remmert this theorem is only proved for rank 1 valued function fields and the methods used are from rigid analytic geometry. Proofs of this result for arbitrarily valued function fields have been given independently by Ohm in [03] and Kuhlmann in [K] . The methods of proof found in [03] and ~K~ are similar in that both authors deduce the general case by realizing it as a particular constant extension of the rank 1 case. For the rank 1 case Ohm relies on the proof of Grauert-Remmert, while Kuhlmann has given a new proof which replaces the analytic methods by valuation theoretical arguments. In [G-1vI-P [Ma] and Lamprecht [L] (K, vl,,) and (L, vL) are elementary equivalent and (K, v/() belongs to the class Clf) then so does (L, vL [C-R] for rational varieties. As in [C-R] [R4] . Here use is made of a divisor reduction map for a valued function field which has good reduction. We discuss this map in § 6.
(ii) The Jacobi Existence Theorem for functions on curves whose zeros are situated near prescribed points on the curve. This theorem, in the non-archimedean case, is entirely due to Run1ely [Ru2] . By extending the proof of this result in [R2] , F. Pop has established a more general theorem taking rationality conditions into consideration in [P4] . In [R2] [K] , chapter 5; see also [03] . [L] and Nlathieu [Ma] . In [P3] , theorem 8.3 above has been generalised to the case FIK, with K a finitely generated field GE compatible with the augmentation G'F # GK # GE . This result essentially gives a Galois characterisation of the finitely generated fields, if the Galois group is endowed with some "stra.tification" .
